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KEY MESSAGES FOR EARTHQUAKE SAFETY AND ACTION

1.1  Background
Situated in one of the two major earthquake belts, Myanmar is prone to earthquakes. Figure 1 show recorded earth-
quakes of varying magnitude in and around Myanmar, strong earthquakes during last two centuries and damage 

evidence of past earthquakes for various parts of the country through  numerous historical earthquakes recorded 

-

 

. 

-
taken to assess the tsunami risk along the Myanmar coast. While these studies are very important to understand 
the hazards, very limited information is available on damages to different building types and associated injuries and 
causalities during these events. 
Recognizing the inherent risk posed by earthquakes, hazard maps were developed to better communicate earth-

I. Why Key Messages: 
Key messages for earthquakes are being developed to customize appropriate actions in the local context 
of Myanmar considering context specific vulnerabilities. Current available information on earthquake 
safety and actions are generic in nature, and it may not be appropriate in all the contexts such as such as 
Duck, cover and hold on and its relevance. Through this process an attempt is made to understand the 
vulnerabilities of building stock, past damage patterns and based on the studies, provide guidance on 
measures through which one can be better prepared and minimize injuries and causalities. 

  1Catalogue data from National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC), USGS     

1 23-05-1912 North of Taunggyi serious landslides 
2 06-03-1913 "Golden umbrella at the peak" of Shwe-maw-daw Pagoda 

grounded  
3 05-07-1917 "Golden umbrella at the peak" of Shwe-maw-daw Pagoda 

grounded 
4 19-01-1929 Brick building destroyed at Htaw-Gaw 
5 08-08-1929 Brick building destroyed at Swa 
6 16-12-1929 Landslide 
7 05-05-1930 Many houses destroyed, 500 killed in Bago. Some houses 

destroyed, 50 killed in Yangon 
8 03-12-1930 Some houses destroyed, about 30 killed 
9 27-01-1931 Brick building collapse, Landslide 
10 12-09-1946 Pagodas collapse 
11 15-08-1950 Under the influence of Assam earthquake, Chindwin river at 

Mawtaik and Kalewa, Ayeyarwaddy river at Aunglan flow 
upstream 

12 16-07-1956 Pagoda & building at Sagaing destroyed, about 40 killed 
Sagaing bridge, moved slightly 

13 08-07-1975 Many historical pagoda at Bagan destroyed, 2 killed 
14 05-01-1991 Landslide & some buildings destroyed at Tagaung and 

surrounding area, 2 killed 
15 22-09-2003 Landslide, liquefaction and sand Eruption, Pagoda, some 

bridges, houses and schools destroyed at Taungdwingyi and 
surrounding area, 7 killed 

16 24-03-2011 A total of 72 people were killed and 100 were injured. One 
bridge was collapsed and 413 buildings were damaged.  

17 11-11-2012 Many buildings, houses, schools, monasteries and pagodas 
were destroyed and 26 people killed. 
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to earthquakes with varying intensity, highest intensity 

-
-

lin areas. Although the latter two have major earthquake 
hazard potential, they may be of lower risk as they are 

-

-
-

-

2 MMI IX- Violent Shaking- effects: Damage considerable in specially designed structures; well-designed frame structures thrown out of plumb. Damage great 
in substantial buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings shifted off foundations.
3 MMI VIII- Severe shaking- effects:  Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable damage in ordinary substantial buildings with partial collapse. 
Damage great in poorly built structures. Fall of chimneys, factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls. Heavy furniture overturned.    

Deterministic 

Myanmar Map for 
Myanmar 
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DSHA and PSHA: 

and available historical seismic 
and geological data to generate 
ground motion at the site whereas 

-
tainties in the size, location, and 
rate of recurrence of earthquakes 
and in the variation of ground 
motion characteristics with earth-
quake size. 

-

Whereas vulnerability to earthquake is determined by type of structure, building material, compliance with building 

-
sonry. Many of the historical and religious structures constructed in ancient 

damage to various religious buildings due to earthquake.

casualty during the past earthquakes has been due to the building types in ru-

earthquake and its 
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4 Source: UN-Habitat

ral areas which were made of timber and bamboo with 

-
-

earthquakes which provides insights to building dam-
ages and losses -

-

were well documented.
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According to the vulnerability rating, timber buildings were most vulnerable followed by concrete and brick 
building types. While there is no data on the causes and types of causalities, above data reveals different 

-

-
ed at 

-

home. 

provides an understanding of vulnerability of building stock while they may not be representative across 
country as damages are based on structure type, building materials, quality of construction, local site effects 

have been undertaken in un
as these guide appropriate safety and action measures in order to minimize loss of lives. 
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which are not designed or constructed to withstand earthquake loads will undergo varying degree of damage 

earthquake risk also increases if appropriate measures are not undertaken. 

As with the rural landscape, traditionally over the years, majority of the construction were made of bamboo 

new building materials, particularly in urban areas the traditional were replaced with brick, brick noggin and re-
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While there is no comprehensive information on building stock, recent census reveals various type of building 

-
-

were in reinforced concrete and masonry buildings and in Shwebo reinforced concrete and brick nogging build-

customizing earthquake safety measures and actions as well as to plan for long term risk management. 
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II  Knowledge, Attitude and Practice
Behavioral aspects play an important role in determining household and individual level earthquake risk and these 

-
ious studies on behavioral aspects of people during disasters and in particular earthquakes, in Myanmar there is 

how different people perceive earthquake risk and based on their knowledge, attitude and practice.  

-
-
-
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1)What kinds of natural hazards does your  
    city face?
2)Have you felt any earthquakes in the past?

3) Do you know the impacts 
     (After the earthquake)?

is prone to earthquake.
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relatively lower in Bago when compared to responses to other countries. 

-

communicating earthquake risk. 

4) Do you remember any major earthquake that 
has occurred in Myanmar?

5)  Do you remember any major earthquake 
that has occurred in other countries?

8) What type of building are you living?

6) Do you think earthquakes can be predicted?

7) What is the difference between a 
Magnitude 5.0 and a 6.0 earthquake?

Average

Average

Average
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9) Who built this building?

10) House owner, in your 
opinion is your building safe/
can resist/withstand an earth-
quake?

11) Tenant, in your opinion is 
your building safe/can resist/
withstand an earthquake?

12) Are you / your family safe 
from earthquakes?

Average
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13) Do you think there is 
anything that can be done to 
prepare for earthquakes?

-

-

14) What you will do in 
case of earthquake-While 

15) What you will do in case 
of earthquake-While outside 
on the road/market?
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-

16) What can be done to prepare in ad-
vance to minimize loss and damage?

-
-

sive. 

2.1  Earthquake Safety and Action: 

-
ance with building code, whereas non-structural measures includes appropriate land use, anchoring and bracing 

Resources Referred for customizing messages:
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III   Key Messages for Earthquake safety & Action

-
-
-

-
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